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Abstract
The thesis on hand deals with the examination and definition of a new umbrella

design term “Environmental Foreshadowing”. My motivation is to dive deeper into
narrative game design and innovate open world storytelling through responsive
narratives and fusing different literary techniques with environmental storytelling

techniques to then demonstrate how to use Environmental Foreshadowing as a

device for pacing story and enhancing the interconnection of your world,

heightening the player’s immersion. In the process demystifying several classical
and modern literary narrative design concepts. Playfulness and player experience

are the most important aspects when it comes to making great games. World design

for me is a combination of narrative, game, quest, and level design and as such this
work aims to add a new design tool to the belt of these aforementioned designers.

We will draw inspiration from existing games who make great use of this approach
and entwine them with narrative and aesthetic foreshadowing concepts from
literature and game design alike. Delivering on player fantasy and the player having
agency over the story, thus feeling like it is their story, has the highest priority.
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1 Introduction
“[…] relationships between objects and environments drive our experience of
space.”

(Totten, 2014, p. 13)

1.1 Relevancy of the Topic

Ask yourself: In video games, what does never get old? For many players, the answer
is the excitement of well-designed addictive play, discovering secrets, anticipation,
and curiosity of the narrative, all cumulating in the player’s motivation. Throughout

all its categories, subcategories, versions, and all kinds of stories, in all its shapes,
foreshadowing is being used to immerse and bind the player to your magical world.

The only way for us as humans and designers to have a discourse about it, fine-tune

it or add it to our repertoire is to define and use the term. I want to invite you to
forge a new design tool for your belt with me, “Environmental Foreshadowing”,

which will prove useful to you no matter where in the world of developing
interactive experiences you feel most at home. Game, level, quest, audio or narrative
designer, programmer, or writer.

Erik Olofsson, creative director of Path of Exile, shared his thoughts about passively

influencing and awakening the player’s imagination. “In Darkest Dungeon, the
narrator comments more about things in a flavourful and indirect way that for some

reason works a lot better. Like when Izaro says "When there's a golden key there

must be a golden door" is a more indirect Darkest Dungeon way of formulating it. As
an example situation of the more direct way of doing it in Diablo 3, the barbarian
would mutter "I just found a key, I wonder where it goes" and the narrator voice

would say something like "find the great golden door".” (Erik Olofsson, 2020,

Narrative House community design discussion). A quote taken directly from the

concomitant design discussion. In this example, Darkest Dungeon comes out slightly
1 Introduction
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more flavourful. Both games are beloved and successful, yet they approach narrative

delivery and worldbuilding in vastly different ways. Assessing worldbuilding
techniques that support exciting and immersive story delivery will be discussed in
2.1.

Newer roles like narrative and game design as professions are constantly growing

and changing. Recent terms like ludonarrative dissonance (tomb raider, drake) as

well as passive and active narratives (golden key) have furthered our understanding
of the specific problems game and narrative designers are facing. But there are still

quite a few blind spots which have not been covered yet. While there have been

numerous explorations of level design, foreshadowing in literature as well as virtual

spaces, and effective narrative design techniques, there is no lens for tying it all

together. There is an abundance of knowledge floating around everywhere of the

different narrative and foreshadowing concepts used by many designers and
writers, and channelling this into a usable design term that is universally

understood and logically categorized to account for and accommodate various

genres and settings seems inevitable. This before uncoined term, which is now

Environmental Foreshadowing, is a very effective way to build immersive story
worlds. It is used somewhat in Environment Art and Level Design through

anticipation and foreshadowing. Narrative design uses it in pacing, content
population, and setting up story beats for later payoffs

1.2 Research Goal

Coining the term Environmental Foreshadowing as a new tool and precise term for
designers in the industry to utilize and add to their repertoire.

1.3 Structure of the Paper

1 Introduction
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The focal point is the subtle foreshadowing of narrative, mechanical, and

aesthetically important aspects through the game’s surroundings, the environment.
The reilluminating, the management of expectations, the change of perspective.
Throughout this paper, I will treat the reader of literature, the viewer of films, the

listener of music, and the player of games generously and idealistically
interchangeable where applicable. Video games are a new medium in the context of
history and as such many current game writers, narrative, game, or level designers

in the field borrow techniques from older art forms in particular books and movies.
Consequently, we will be transforming many classical literary concepts over to the
one experienced by consumers of interactive media, the player.

2 The Journey of Design - a Unique Look
“The art of game design is the art of creating play.”
(Sicart, 2014, p. 86)

2.1 Understanding Design Terminology

“The game designer is a figure who understands how humans enjoy playing,

mastering the necessary materials that lead to successful play. This designer is a
romantic author, a creator who knows about what we access only through intuition
and can materially create those experiences.” (Sicart, 2014, p. 85)

While structuring a narrative for a game is heavily dependent on the type of game,

certain ingenuity is required to make the player’s need for agency work with a

predetermined storyline. Human virtue is a strong need that cannot be overlooked.

In a recent blog post, I suggested a term for this way of handling stories in interactive

experiences and video games, which is “responsive narrative”. Providing the player

2 The Journey of Design - a Unique Look
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control, or agency, over the plot and the process of its unfolding oftentimes comes
in two categories;

1) A rewarding virtue system. Instead of monumental singular story beat decisions
influencing the narrative heavily, many small seemingly meaningless player choices
and a plethora of behavioural data is collected. Treatment of NPCs, the way side

content is explored, dialogue options, and other factors of which one could derive a

certain moral tendency. Not unlike alignment systems of traditional pen and paper
games. And 2) The aforementioned few but impactful major black and white

decisions so players don’t have to stress about their moral compass while playing

and are allowed to adopt behaviours they wouldn’t normally entertain freely
without remorse or fear of consequences.

Naturally, neither single one is the right choice. It is principal to arrange an

equilibrium between the two, so small behaviours in the wrong alignment do not

drive the player insane, and choices while not monumental in importance still feel

meaningful towards the story. Ideally building a connection between the player and

the narrative. Solving a large-scale mystery, like finding out what happened to

Rapture in Bioshock 1 will always provide a substantially bigger payoff than finding
out why Splicers are mad. This will become increasingly important in all aspects of
Environmental Foreshadowing, especially in level design. This will be further

explored in 3.1.

You can also see this
decline

in

involvement,

excitement, and narrative
immersion first-hand in
Fallout over its various

instalments. While Fallout
3 and Fallout: New Vegas

still offered the player

considerably more options,
Fallout 4 on the other hand

Figure 1. Complex Dialogue, Fallout 3, 2015

2 The Journey of Design - a Unique Look
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has cut these down to different variations of agreement and disagreement. This is

likely the result of a shift in design goals, moving towards a clear understanding of
consequences while sacrificing immersion and narrative connection. For the
immersion of the player, it
is important that the
world

recognizes

demonstrates

to

and
the

player that they are a
variable

that

can

influence the game world
Figure 2. Simplified Dialogue, Fallout 4, 2015

in both tiny, and largescale meaningful ways.

According to Dr. Ryan,

Immersion is sometimes criticized as a passive entrapment similar to Tourists
escaping their everyday life into vacation resorts. She later rectifies such criticism

as Immersion and the pleasure derived from it would not automatically be just a

product of escapism. “At its best, immersion can be an adventurous and invigorating
experience comparable to taking a swim in a cool ocean with powerful surf. The

environment appears at first hostile, you enter it reluctantly, but once you get wet
and entrust your body to the waves, you never want to leave. And when you finally
do, you feel refreshed and full of energy.” (Ryan, 2000, p. 11)

But a narrative does not only need to be somewhat responsive to keep the player
immersed and excited, it should also minimize breaking the player’s suspension of

disbelief through a concept that is often referred to as ludonarrative dissonance. An
often and sometimes over-discussed term in the narrative game design space
describes the disconnect that happens when the relationship between play (in Latin:
ludo) and story (narrative) are in disarray. When the action does not match the lore.
Introducing a friendly life-loving character often sporting quirky voice lines or barks
that is then taken by the player to murder a plethora of antagonists without

repercussions with no comment, acknowledgement, or change in the characters

demeanour. Increasingly important to note is that only unintentional ludonarrative
2 The Journey of Design - a Unique Look
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dissonance should be treated as something to avoid, while intentionally introducing
ludonarrative dissonance to confuse the player as part of the plot or character

building or as a vehicle for the narrative is something that is an entirely underused
technique in narrative delivery and character building. To illustrate: A famous

offender of unintentional dissonance is the character Nathan Drake from Naughty
Dog’s largest international video game series Uncharted. Based on the frequency of

this discussion it is not something worth exploring in-depth here. In short: The

series’ main character Nathan Drake displays an understanding, progressive, fun,

loving human being in cutscenes and story beats, yet during gameplay, the player as
Nathan Drake relentlessly slaughters thousands of henchmen. The critique has been

formulated often enough and at length ever since the first Uncharted released in

2007. So much so that they implemented an achievement for killing one thousand
enemies in Uncharted 4 aptly named “Ludonarrative Dissonance”.

Figure 3. The Shooting of a Henchman with an Assault Rifle, Uncharted 2, 2020

The term was originally introduced by then creative director of LucasArts Clint

Hocking referring to Bioshock 1’s inherent clash of its central theme of overcoming

or succumbing to unchecked greed and populistic society against the protagonist’s
illusion of free will and has since branched out from that. (Hocking, 2007) This

example, here negative, will later resurface and be examined more thoroughly as

one of the most effective uses of narrative foreshadowing in games under section
3.1 in which the dissection of the different types of foreshadowing that make up my
term Environmental Foreshadowing takes primary focus.

2 The Journey of Design - a Unique Look
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2.2 Environmental Narrative Design

But one cannot look at a game’s narrative without also taking its world into

consideration. We have established ludonarrative consistency and responsiveness
as important concepts that can be used to successfully ground a game while still

supplying the player with enough agency to keep them entertained but not offended,

so now it is time to contextualize this with environments of virtual worlds through
active and especially passive worldbuilding. Active worldbuilding can take the form
of linear storytelling mechanics like pre-set announcers, but even with them,

brilliant games like Stanley Parable are able to pull off complex states while utilising
a minimal amount of game mechanics. A game hailed as incredibly responsive in its

narrative; it derives all progression from the player’s choices. The announcer
constantly berates the player trying to influence his decision making and giving him

the illusion of free will by reacting to their choices, yet we know that everything is
constructed, pre-recorded, and carefully planned out. While it is a linear game, it

excels at combining linear progression and narrative strings into an amalgamation
of dynamic gameplay with minimal mechanics and intractability. A narrator of

course isn’t the only tool at our disposal to build compelling worlds. A vast amount

of delivery devices suited to enable passive storytelling through the world are
widely used: Audio logs, flavour text, inscriptions, one-liners triggered via

encounters, overhearing conversations, general environmental storytelling

(arranging props so they tell a story) and many more. A game that handles this

phenomenally is Dark Souls 3. This is why we take a closer look at its, and similar
games’, brilliant use of the environment, level design, game design, and narrative
design to foreshadow almost all the aspects discussed in this paper in section 3.1.

But before I attempt to shift your perspective on Dark Souls’ design, it is important

that we reflect on soft and hard worldbuilding and acknowledge their overlap to
active and passive storytelling. These techniques provide the designer with the tools
to build an intriguing, surprising, and exciting game world. While movies often

provide a majority of their narrative through direct exposition or implied meaning

in dialogue, and only some through set building and prop design, games on the other
2 The Journey of Design - a Unique Look
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hand are able to deliver said narrative through their unique advantage of providing

the player with active exploration so they can use the environment and unexplained
magical concepts, props, secrets, and discoveries in the world to a much larger

extent. Tynan Sylvester delights to reiterate the advantage game worlds have on
telling stories that need to offer intractability in his book Designing Games: A Guide

to Engineering Experiences: “When we try to tell a story in present tense, we have

to deal with all the different things players could do. This requires some
combination of restrictions on player action, handing of contingencies, and

emergently adaptive story, all of which are difficult and expensive. World narrative

avoids these problems entirely because players can’t interfere with a story that has
already happened.” (Sylvester, 2013, p. 88) Even though the designer or the game

might hold all the answers, they are not giving them. This, in turn, creates interest,
wonder, and encourages the player to explore and discover. Awakening their wish

to understand their surroundings will almost always be better motivation than
giving an order in form of a traditional fetch quest. Take The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim

for example, the game is filled with runes, treasures, magical artifacts, secrets,

underground worlds, quests, people that have no plot-important purpose, yet they
enrich the game’s narrative on a different level.

Figure 4. The Secrets of Blackreach, The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim, 2016

2 The Journey of Design - a Unique Look
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The unknown rules of games allow for a much more effective hook, seeing
something you cannot understand outside is rare and hard to engineer. But in a
game world where these rules don’t apply and where designers can make anything

happen and the only way to find out what that was or how it works is to explore,
that is precisely the unique power interactive virtual worlds have over other

mediums. Conceptually speaking, as long as enough settings, mechanics, obstacles,

and interactive elements are deployed inside the narrative framework with which

the player can interact in a fun way through the appropriate game loops, they will
be much more engaged. Ludic Involvement theory as understood by Calleja also

places that as one of games’ most important pillars. “Overcoming challenges and
attaining goals create a sense of accomplishment and satisfaction in the player.”
(Calleja, 2011, p. 165) But that is not the only important aspect of ludic involvement.
Yes, you have to create and present adequate challenges in the framework for the

player to overcome, but you also have to insert narrative consequences to infuse the

gameplay loops and actions you require from your player with meaning. “Without

repercussions, actions lose their meaning, and thus their execution generates no
excitement.” (Calleja, 2011, p. 165) Pacing becomes a non-problem because soft

worldbuilding, as opposed to hard worldbuilding, does not need direct exposition,

or a lot of exposition to make its story arcs understandable. No matter how many
arcs there are. It is a self-motivating, self-pacing environment for the player. Active

or hard worldbuilding on the other hand utilizes thoroughly researched and

explained ground rules that define the world and its characters' place in it. The

demonstrated openness and candour answering curious questions will satisfy
players. Or to explore this requirement in Gordon Calleja’s words: “The lack of a
clearly defined primary goal in a game environment can be confusing for players,

while the requirement of adhering to a system determined primary goal can feel

restrictive.” (Calleja, 2011, p. 154) Achieving a balance between the two will keep

players immersed, but not frustrated. Hard worldbuilding to supply relatability, soft
worldbuilding to stir engagement and action.

We now understand the motivation behind immersion and worldbuilding
techniques, the next step in our approach will be relating that to the environment.
2 The Journey of Design - a Unique Look
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In his book In-Game: From Immersion to Incorporation, Gordon Calleja brings forth

a distinctive new idea for this approach: Incorporation. He argues that metaphors
and concepts like immersion and presence are founded on “exclusionary logic” and

that they do not allow for the additional layer of perception that is the human and
player in his current state of mind and body in the real world assimilating the virtual

environment at the same time as the virtual environment is also assimilating the
player into it via their avatar. Both of which occupy space inside the players head at
the same moment. At all times are they aware that they are inhabiting a virtual world

and that the virtual world itself is aware that it is being inhabited. Furthermore, he

says that “[t]he simultaneous occurrence of these two processes is a necessary
condition for the experience of incorporation” and that “[w]e can thus conceive of
incorporation as the absorption of a virtual environment into consciousness,
yielding a sense of habitation, which is supported by the systemically upheld

embodiment of the player in a single location, as represented by the avatar.” (Calleja,
2011, p. 169)

Narratology expert Dr. Marie-Laure Ryan argues that this effect can be increased
tenfold by introducing virtual reality

technology. VR generally places the
player directly inside the game world,
dramatically amplifying the feeling of

really being there. It contrasts starkly

against our usually complacent attitude

Figure 5. Freely Grabbing, Half Life: Alyx, 2020

towards being corporeal in our everyday

lives and replacing it with awe, wonder, and delight. (Ryan, 2000, p. 322) She
specifically points out, that “alternative
experiences of embodiment” (Ryan, 2000, p.
322) like flying, phasing through impassable
terrain,

floating

limbs,

and

telekinesis

demonstrate the power of the medium. It

becomes apparent that in VR, storytelling
through

the

environment

with

various

2 The Journey of Design - a Unique Look
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techniques, now also including Environmental Foreshadowing, is most impactful.
Which given the circumstances of the human sense of wonder and desire for

exploring, grounds the “body in space [as] the dominant theme of VR narratives, [of
which] the most important component of the plot will be the setting…” (Ryan, 2000,

p. 322) And what are the setting and environment of the world but the key
connection between the narrative of the game and interaction of the player. Two
features that implemented this approach wonderfully are found in Half-Life: Alyx.
Ammunition is rather scarce, so part of the gameplay loop becomes searching for it

in your immediate environment. This is paired with a truly immersive system: Hand

physics and their snap collision. When your hands near a surface or object in the
game, they provide adequate haptic feedback and follow the contours of the

connecting surface. Running your hand past a wall, crouching through a tunnel,
interacting with objects, these all become incredibly immersive experiences without
restricting the player’s agency in any way. Now for the second feature that

implements this convincingly: The shells and magazines you find are hand-loaded

into each weapon. You have to open barrels, pull back levers, grab magazines from

your backpack (just reach behind your back and grab with your hand, the finger

Figure 7. Haptic Reloading, Half Life: Alyx, 2020

sensors will accurately detect and translate the movement), chamber a round, and

many other actions.

Again, the concept of an exciting game world is linked with the player’s agency

resulting in his immersion. This “[…] ability to exert agency in the game environment

[is] a necessary component of digital games.” (Calleja, 2011, p. 62)
2 The Journey of Design - a Unique Look
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Furthermore, Calleja looks back on the origins of the term Immersion and what it

means in a game context. (Calleja, 2011, p. 18) Marvin Minsky introduces the term
while he was facing a problem of remote access. Machinery needed to be controlled

remotely without anyone being present. Evidently, achieving this feeling of
distanced presence, a need to truly feel like you are there arose. This lead him to first

introduce the split in meaning between presence and immersion. You were not
required to be at the location or present to be immersed. Remotely or virtually was

enough. (Minsky, 1980) For years and still to this day, there is plenty of rigorous

debate about the most accurate definition for immersion versus presence. For the
sake of this paper, we will temporarily adopt Minsky’s and Ryan’s interpretation on

which we concluded in an earlier passage. Management of immersion, securing

player agency, addictive core gameplay with layers of well-designed gameplay loops

and progression systems, a game world filled with discoveries, and an interesting
plot with an equal amount of surprises. All factors for making narrative games work.

Creating surprises and keeping it interesting is not an easy challenge to overcome.

Environmental Foreshadowing will supply the necessary concepts to champion that
problem.

Why is foreshadowing in level design so important?

“Foreshadowing is a powerful tool to get players excited about the activities and

dangers found in a level. Building anticipation is just as important as delivering on
it. In all my years of making haunted houses, I’ve found that a scare is bigger and

better if the victims know it’s coming. It’s waiting for the scare to happen that drives

them nuts.” (Rogers, 2014, p. 222) On the assumption that we can apply this to
Environmental Foreshadowing’s many narrative techniques, we understand that a

meaningful bit of plot information that is planted early will generate bigger

excitement along the way and a much bigger payoff in the end, while a revelation

that wasn’t somewhat anticipated generates a much lesser effect. Pairing this with
Bioshock’s double reveal structure, in which after you learn Andrew Ryan’s secrets
2 The Journey of Design - a Unique Look
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straight up with little foreshadowing, you get a small emotional reaction directly
followed by the “Would you kindly?” reveal having a major emotional reaction.

“You can use lighting, sound effects, and geometry to make a level look foreboding.
And remember, nothing says “beware” like a pile of skulls.” (Rogers, 2014, p. 223)

Figure 8. A Lesson Learned, Bioshock 1 Remastered, 2019

Calleja also recalls an example of this foretelling narrative link of the player to the

world of Bioshock. Before the player encounters Dr. Steinman, a truly mad surgeon,
they discover numerous audio logs, bloody environmental scenes, writings on walls,

posters, portraits, propaganda, and many more reflecting narrative elements. The
more of these the player notices on their way to Dr. Steinman’s office, the more their

expectation of the event is altered. They would now be expecting a demented
madman with absurd aesthetic ideals. This then becomes part of the player’s

narrative identity and their “narrative involvement is deepened. Narrative
involvement thus concerns the player’s engagement with story elements that have
been written into a game as well as those that emerge from the player’s interaction
with the game. “ (Calleja, 2011, p.133)

“Another lesson I learned from Disneyland is to provide foreshadowing with
posters. Guests pass by posters advertising attractions as they enter the park. While
2 The Journey of Design - a Unique Look
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the guests don’t understand the
significance of the images they’re
seeing,

the

posters

provide

foreshadowing to future adventures. In
games, one of the best uses of posters

is in BioShock when the player, first
entering

advertising

Rapture,
the

sees

posters

superpower-giving

plasmids. Only when the player learns
about plasmids and what they can do

Figure 9. Forgotten Times, Bioshock 1 Remastered, 2020

is their significance understood.” (Rogers, 2014, p. 223) While posters like the one

in Figure 9 are important for soft worldbuilding, providing a layer of lore to the

player that fuels his imagination and provides a meta-perspective on what this place
once was; posters like the one in Figure 10, as mentioned by Rogers, are important

elements in Environmental Foreshadowing. While they still provide the same
window into the game’s history and lore, they hint at gameplay and plot yet to come

and power fantasies yet to be fulfilled. They mimic and transfer the decline of the

Figure 10. Of Things to Come, Bioshock 1 Remastered, 2020

people of this world in this greed and plasmid ridden society onto the player in their
own way.

2 The Journey of Design - a Unique Look
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“Much like a game map, the level itself should help transport players through the

level from story point to story point.” (Rogers, 2014, p. 223) This means that a level
itself should hold many small foreshadowing moments of their own. While we
classify and categorize the types of Environmental Foreshadowing in 3.1, we can

already tell that in the pre-contamination zone Half-Life: Alyx level, the subtle
foreshadowing in its level design is paying off. The player comes from a bright open
space into the greenly lit
hallway

with

a

large

bulletproof glass window on

their left side. The player
recognizes the room as an

empty room with a unique
Figure 11. Enter the Complex, Half Life: Alyx, 2020

look and then moves on
through the complex. But

what looked like an aesthetic

backdrop turns out to be the end of the indoor complex much later. Not long enough

for the player to have forgotten about the location, but long enough to be surprised
about being on the other side of that window.

Figure 12. Exit the Complex, Half Life: Alyx, 2020

2 The Journey of Design - a Unique Look
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But foreshadowing through the environment in level design is also supported by
other staples of the discipline. What might sound like a light-hearted quip at one’s

first encounter with the term, “weenies”, later “architectural weenies”, is an

essential tool to master when it comes to the subtle guiding of your players. Not the

weenies themselves being subtle of course, but the player not recognizing that these
are being placed to guide and empower them. Well utilized weenies ideally make the

player feel smart and skilled in navigation and orientation. Chris Totten reminisces
about the origin of the term in his book An Architectural Approach to Level Design.

Weenies as a term was first instigated by Walt Disney when he was shooting live-

action films. The dogs which were also part of the movie were incentivized to run

through the screen by strategically placed wieners, or sausages. He later observes

similar outcomes in park visitor behaviours: People would use tall or unique
buildings as their point of orientation and would follow them blindly. Most
importantly Totten continues to make the connection to Jesse Schell, who wrote

about his use of the design term architectural weenies in his book The Art of Game

Design: Book of Lenses. (Totten, 2014, p. 136) Most importantly for Environmental
Foreshadowing is the retention of agency while still supplying guidance and story to

discover. A story that feels like it was written and placed with human intent.
“Architectural weenies are an integral part of sandbox spaces. They allow these

worlds to retain their openness but still direct players to places that designers want
them to go.” (Totten, 2014, p. 136) The Imagineers working for Disney still use

weenies as a term as part of their jargon to describe a visual entity to grab attention.

From large castles, and fancy gates to small red door handles. These guiding points

in level design have a closely related counterpart called landmarks. Sometimes used
interchangeably, landmarks represent a large single structure that stands out. Ergo,
all landmarks are weenies, but not all weenies are landmarks.

Foreshadowing using landmarks is especially effective. They cannot be overlooked,
generate attention, hint at an upcoming area, and build tension. Tommy Norberg

shared an excellent schematic drawing of exactly that concept in Figure 13.

2 The Journey of Design - a Unique Look
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Figure 13. Landmarks, Tommy Norberg, 2020

Managing your players’ anticipation is immensely important if we want their
undivided attention and keep them engaged with the world long enough. Most

importantly, it builds a strong connection to the narrative. Landmarks also act as

diegetic progress gauge, and we are able to alter their perception of time and
progress through areas of denial.

But level design is not purely systematic and exclusively focussed on practicality and

skill checks. While most of the heavy lifting regarding visual fidelity comes from
environment art and concept art professionals, a lot can be achieved with great
compositional techniques. One such concept is liminal spaces. Limen is Latin for

threshold and space naturally refers to a space that can be inhabited, either in the
real world or the virtual world. But they are not only transformative areas, they are
also areas that you encounter, and a feeling of uneasiness washes over you. An

empty truck stop at night, going to an empty train station when you do not want to

catch a train. A mixture of feeling lost, unsettled, or that something should usually

happen at such a place or is about to happen. An abandoned parking garage. An open

2 The Journey of Design - a Unique Look
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pier with an empty jetty. A sole tree on a meadow that should be amongst a dense

forest.

Now, this feeling of anticipation is not
unlike what we are trying to achieve

with Environmental Foreshadowing.

Through designing a space to invoke a
liminal feeling you subtly introduce a
place

that

oozes

meaning

and

importance without actually needing to
use or display something that is
directly related to the story. Therefore,
there is no danger of spoiling the plot

Figure 14. An Open Pier, 2020

or ruin the surprise change in perspective. They might know that it is important, but

they cannot understand why. One such impactful place is Bioshock Infinite’s

lighthouse. Fantastic eclipse of foreshadowing, liminal space, and atmosphere. It
goes from a cool and slightly ominous place innocent beginning of which the player

will think of for a long time as a great opening, to the later most meaningful location
in Bioshock Infinite’s universe. When all the timelines unravel the player’s

understanding of the world changes. One of the biggest shifts in perspective that can
be found in modern games. Interesting from all design perspectives. A landmark, a

piece of narrative foreshadowing, and an absolutely intriguing opening. Lighthouses
occupy the same important slot for Elizabeth’s world as the spinning top in
Christopher Nolan’s 2010 film Inception. They ground Elizabeth in her currently

occupied dimension and guide her through the “tear” dimensional portal-based

travel process. They not only present a constant to the player throughout the

Bioshock iterations but also the characters in the game find solace there. Meaning
that they are narratively important as an intriguing unique location, meaningful on

a meta-layer of story across all Bioshocks, and a surprisingly major yet unnoticed
piece of foreshadowing inside each game’s narrative. “There is always a lighthouse”.
(Elizabeth, Bioshock Infinite Ending)
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Such liminal spaces, depending on

game type and story beats, can also be

used as a Red Herring. Red Herrings
are

anti-foreshadowing

elements

used to draw the reader’s or player’s
attention

to

a

specific

object,

character, or concept inside the story
world to then later on purposefully

subvert those expectations. This
technique is well known today and
Figure 15. Bioshock Infinite, 2020

has

developed

a

certain

cliché

reputation so much so that it is

seldom used anymore, If used today one should have an excellent reason to do so
and be aware of the audience’s likely disdain for it. The aforementioned deluding,

but in this case accidental, application of liminal spaces can be observed in Super
Mario 64’s hallway design. The make-up of this room suggests meaning, gravitas,
and narrative significance, yet it is merely a hallway.

Figure 16. Super Mario 64 hallway, 2020
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3 Environmental Foreshadowing
“The rhetorical strategies employed in the design of game environments are geared
toward creating specific emotional responses.”
(Calleja, 2011, p. 139)

3.1 Types of Foreshadowing

What are environments?

Environments are what surrounds us in the real world as well as in the virtual space.

Players project their persona into the game world and “the virtual environment is
incorporated into the player’ s mind as part of her immediate surroundings, within

which she can navigate and interact.” (Calleja, 2011, p. 169) While Calleja is

famously known to avoid comparing virtual and real-world environments, (Calleja,

2011, p. 168) because the virtual world exists inside our real world and the

comparison would therefore be misleading, it is still important that entering a
virtual space is also a form of escapism which means the virtual world
metaphorically becomes the momentary real world to our senses.
What is foreshadowing?

“Foreshadowing implicitly alludes to a future event in a manner that makes it

difficult for the reader to recognize its meaning until the event actually happens.”
(Bae & Young, 2008, p. 156)

Handling all characteristics of foreshadowing and all emotional reactions that can
be achieved requires a better understanding of the workings behind the
amalgamation of techniques that make up Environmental Foreshadowing. It is time
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to infuse meaning into the term by categorizing its different types. For this, I need to
ask the question: What effect is trying to be achieved?
A) Narrative
B) Aesthetic

So why is foreshadowing so important? What effects are designers trying to achieve?
Which emotions are evoked in the player?

Simply said: Something is seen or experienced, things happen, the perspective on

what was seen or experienced changes through the things that happened and seeing

or experiencing it again has a new meaning. This can be divided into the two
categories from above: A) Narrative foreshadowing and B) Aesthetic foreshadowing.
Category A houses all subcategories and concepts related to plot or story relevant

foreshadowing. The player can draw conclusions and make predictions that are
meaningful and relevant to the game’s narrative. Essentially the relationship of the

player to the - in disbelief - suspended game world. Category B presents all concepts

and subcategories related to foreshadowing as fuel for imagination. “Wow!” effects,
visual

fidelity,

introducing

thematic

changes,

and

design

associated

prognostications. It is a subtle, elegant procedure that hopefully goes unnoticed
until its intended payoff. It can range from surprising the player, making the player

feel smart for connecting the dots, all the way to making a fool out of them in a

figurative way (commonly referred to as a mindfuck). “The hallmark of
foreshadowing is that it initially presents information that is cloudy, vague, and lessthan-helpful at the time, but becomes clear later on and thus enhances the
storytelling.” (Skolnick, 2014, p. 94)
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Environemental
Foreshadowing

A) Narrative

Story Relevant
Conclusions can be Drawn

B) Aesthetic

Fuel for Imagination
Light Emotional Reactions
Inconsequential for Plot

Figure 17. Categories of Environmental Foreshadowing

One of the best examples to showcase Environmental Foreshadowing of category A

would be Bioshock 1. A single line so impactful and carefully woven into the
narrative yet still right in plain sight, endless players still remember it to this day,
13 years later. The line I am referring to is not unexpectedly “Would you kindly […]”

(Bioshock 1, 2007, video game, throughout) and its various sublime commands
delivered with it. As we established earlier, the game also suffers from ludonarrative
dissonance. We have a story world that is clearly opposed to Randian Objectivism,
meaning it critiques the notion of ultimate freedom eventually corrupting everyone

and subsequently condemns the lust for power through its narrative and hateable

antagonists, yet the gameplay does exactly that. It forces you to become stronger to

progress. Hocking describes this as the game “offering you two contracts”. One ludic
one, which is your forced gameplay power fantasy “in line with Randian rational
self-interest”, and one narrative one, which is the critical, anti-power Revolution.
(Hocking, 2007) On the assumption that we disregard the ludic contract temporarily
and focus on the narrative one, the secretly mind-controlling Andrew Ryan reveal

followed by the second reveal and learning about the Little Sisters is a truly
unforgettable experience. It is extremely rare that strongly foreshadowed narratives
are able to fool and surprise so many players. This was only possible through elegant
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and delicate application of the many different foreshadowing techniques that make
up Environmental Foreshadowing.

3.1.1 Foreshadowing in Literature

“Consequently, aesthetic response, as the hallmark of reception theory, is to be

conceived in terms of interaction between text and reader. I call it aesthetic
response because it stimulates the reader’s imagination, which in turn gives life to
the intended effects.” (Iser, 2000, p. 311) A quote from Wolfgang Iser, a famous

German literary scholar, lets us see behind the curtain of storytelling theory and into
the readers’ minds from Iser’s perspective. Although not everything can be applied

to video games and interactive experiences it pinpoints the importance of aesthetic
foreshadowing and stimulating the player’s imagination. Very broadly said,

narratives, be they of literary nature or otherwise, rewrite the rules of reality to
reflect parts of ourselves. Without relatability making a world and its story work is

much harder. In Iser’s older work he often introduces literature and stories being a

repertoire of deliberately altered aspects of our reality. He talks about societal
norms, culture, thoughts, feelings, all things of our day to day reality of being human

as part of what makes up a literary narrative. And we can observe this need for
familiarity not only in classical literature but in many modern game titles as well.

The Stanley Parable, portraying our struggle with day to day life and wanting to
break free of the ever-repeating routine. Cultural festivals hosted by players in

MMORPG online worlds, weddings, feuds, music. No matter what game you pick up,
you will find some reflection of the human condition for you to relate with. Once a

certain level of relatability is established and the threshold of needed reflection is
overcome so the player can identify with the simulated world and its laws, we can

start guiding them through it. This is exactly where the intractability of games comes
in. We as the developers and narrative designers can now construct a game world

in such a way, that it plays with the player’s expectations, rearrange things

dynamically, and create meaningful mind-blowing interactions. We cannot read a

passage in a book and the next time we read said passage it could have changed, but
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in game worlds everything is subject to change all the time. Ergo, it can be argued

that surprising the player and rearranging his perspective through foreshadowing
in video game environments is even more important than it is with other less

dynamic narrative vehicles like books, movies, and shows. A similar technique to

leading people astray with false flags or Red Herrings is the classical literary
technique based on legendary playwright Anton Chekhov’s quote: “If in Act 1 you

have a pistol hanging on the wall, then it must fire in the last act.” and adds “There’s
nothing harder than to write a good farce.” (Rayfield, 1997, p. 203) Widely used
throughout the history of video games in almost all franchises and genres, it shaped

but many classical games. Earliest Adventure and Zork players would find items in

rooms that where all going to be used later. The games were text-based room
exploring games that had players carry and use items to solve puzzles and interact

with the story. Players eventually caught on and designers started adding
meaningless filler items to distract into their games. World of Warcraft even labels
items as “Junk” for you if they do not have a use. Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 has

character Price talking about killing the villain of the story while the camera pans
over a large knife, which is later used to kill the villain. But the literary element

Chekhov’s Gun is more than just a literal weapon that needs to fire or an object that
requires interaction. An example of an unexpected way to use Chekhov’s Gun is in

God of War, where a sword bridge, which character Kratos crosses early in the game

to the Sewers of Athens area, turns out to be the weapon needed to defeat the final

Figure 18. Blade of the Gods, God of War, 2020

boss of the game, Ares. The term stems from screenplays for film and theatre, where

exposure and screen time is limited. Writing, be it dialogue or scene related, needs
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to be tight. Here, there is no such thing as a virtual world that can be filled with

interactive elements just waiting to be interacted with at the player’s leisure and
pace. Chekhov’s Gun in our context is a narrative element in the path of the player

journey, recognizable, that must spark some plot-related action down the line. How

subtle it is planted or set up, and how big the suspense is it creates, ultimately
determines its payoff value and importance to the experience. The implied meaning
of the quote suggests that you remove everything that has no relevance to the story.

Which might still ring true in most linear games, but in open world games there is a

world to fill. There is an argument to be had here: If a tight world with not a lot of
filler interactivity like Dark Souls’ is inherently a better world than one from Red

Dead Redemption 2 that has a lot of story irrelevant side areas. This has no relevance

on the usage of foreshadowing though since non-aesthetic foreshadowing, setups
and plants all aim for a story relevant payoff. However, Environmental
Foreshadowing is a term of subtlety and elegantly surprising storytelling, not one of
easily recognizable tropes, using Chekhov’s Guns or their subverted equivalents
requires additional caution.

3.1.2 Foreshadowing in Game Design
Game Design in this case refers to the umbrella term, incorporating all video game
design professions. The making of play is often compared to theme park design.
Miriam Bellard describes a concept she calls “time transitions” in her GDC talk

Environment Design as
Spatial Cinematography:

Theory and Practice and

brings up the classic

example of theme park

lamp posts and how they

are used to slowly blend
Figure 19. Bellard, 2019, time 47:19 min
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(Bellard, 2019, time 47:17 min) The red arrows highlighted by Bellard on Albert
Lam’s photograph mark the single bulbed lamp posts of one theme and the yellow

arrows mark the double lamped turquoise lamp posts of a different theme. Centrally

located, one will find an alternating pattern of lamp posts, as to slowly blend and
subconsciously guide the visitor into the new area. An omen of things to come.

Evidently, the lamp posts of the different styles foreshadow the imminent new

theme arriving in just a few steps without immediately making the visitor aware of
it happening. They might notice during a second walkthrough, with good
observational skills, or if they are aware of this concept, but when they do, their

perspective changes, and the lamp posts gain a new meaning triggering an “Aha!”

moment of sorts. similar concepts can be found in almost all games and are
especially prominent in open world games.

Through placing similar arrows, we can see that the screenshot in Figure 20 displays

the same concept in The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. Yellow arrows are highlighting trees
that

are

affected

by

seasons and near water
areas, red arrows mark
the strong needle trees of
the

mountain

levels.

Again, they are slowly

being blend into each
other, foreshadowing and
Figure 20. Handing Over, The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim, 2020

allowing anticipation of
the theme change and its
consequences.

This

includes enemy types, loot types, encounters, topography, and many more. All of this

is of course dependent on where the player is looking, what type of game it is, and

many other factors, so implementing enough redundancy is crucial to ensure
successful subconscious navigation and influence on the player. If hints, systems,

and foretelling mechanics are too plenty, the foreshadowing might lose its impact; if
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there is not enough it might go unnoticed. As we discussed earlier, Bellard isn’t the
only one sharing such concepts of the overlap of theme park and game design either.

4 Extracting Examples
There is something that all of these concepts have in common. Design meets play.
Narrative meets action. It does not matter if you are interpreting ludonarrative

dissonance or exploring liminal spaces: Something preconstructed and intentional
is interacting with a free-flowing dynamic often player-driven aspect of games.

There is something in games that is being used. But it did not have a term yet.

4.1 Practical Application

We can now confidently recognize and assign categories of Environmental
Foreshadowing. The example images shown, Ornstein and Smough statues from

Dark Souls 1, fall into category B Aesthetic Foreshadowing. It excites the vigilant

player with a small “Hey, that’s cool!” moment, when he recognizes the bosses he is
currently facing as the statues he passed in the halls before, and Dark Souls’ intricate

Figure 21. Ornstein (left) and Smough (right) Statues, Dark Souls 1, 2020
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open world level design and difficult learning curve give the player enough
opportunity to pass them, either through backtracking or dying and respawning.

Figure 22. Ornstein and Smough Actual Boss Encounter, Dark Souls 1, 2020

Chekhov’s Guns and their subverted counterpart can also be classified now. For this

we will inspect an old classic:

Item 1: Stan’s advertising leaflets from Monkey Island is given to you seemingly

without purpose in a random

variety pile, yet incidentally
contains a leaflet with the name
“How

to

Get

Ahead

in

Navigating” which suddenly
becomes very useful upon a
fateful encounter with a group
Figure 23. Item 1: Stan’s Advertising Leaflets, Monkey Island, 2020
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wanting to acquire a head of navigation. Category A

narrative Environmental Foreshadowing.

Item 2: Bloodnose’s pirate literature leaflets from

Curse of Monkey Island on the other hand is category
B. You expect a use, because its series is part of the
classic Adventure game genre and you have likely

played its predecessor with many discoverable items

Figure 24. Item 2: Bloodnose’s Pirate
Literature Leaflets, Curse of Monkey
Island, 2020

to use, yet it has neither use nor relevancy for either gameplay or story and only
serves its purpose as an expectation subverting joke with some additional lore.

While foreshadowing with the environment is a hugely important part of

environmental storytelling overall, Half-Life 2 delivers a prime example for great
foretelling of upcoming gameplay moments and mechanics.

Figure 25. Sawblade, Half-Life 2, 2020

The image depicts the player’s first encounter with sawblade props and hints that
these could be used to cut Zombies in half. It is up to the player to figure out how.

This works by pulling the sawblade props in with the Zero Point Energy Field
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Manipulator weapon, widely known as the Gravity Gun, and then subsequently
expelling them towards the enemies.

After entering the lighthouse in Bioshock 1 for the first time, a submarine capsule

Figure 26. Big Maintenance Worker, Bioshock 1: Remastered, 2020

takes the player underwater. It slowly dives past Rapture’s imposing submerged

structures; the little window of your vessel is an easy tool to handle the player’s
sightlines. During one point of the ride, the player can clearly see one of the Big

Daddy’s. At that moment, their thoughts are merely innocent: “A maintenance
worker perhaps?” Only much later, on the first Big Daddy and Little Sister encounter
is their nature as tragically doomed and brutal guardians revealed.

During the construction of environments, meta-story aside, it is absolutely
necessary to be aware of the story the player will be experiencing through the

gameplay, and what fantasy is being fed by the game’s systems. A phenomenal
example of this is Dark Souls 1. On paper, the game is about defeating the four lord

souls and several philosophical topics entertaining various interpretations of death,
light, fire, and souls. But the player’s reality is oftentimes struggling for survival. This

design philosophy requires careful consideration of the pacing. The level designers
have to take classical story structures and transform those into their level flow.

Upward action trends to big reveals and resting zones. Overexposure to danger,
underexposure to danger. A long difficult zone with almost no bonfires to rest will

build tension in the player. It is especially interesting how the Ashen Lake level
resolves this. The player fights downwards through a hollowed-out giant tree trunk,

constantly on edge not to fall with difficult enemies and no bonfires in sight. At the
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end of a tediously fought victory, the player exits the tree into a breath-taking open
white lake area. Expecting immediate relief, they instead face an enormous hydra.

Thankfully behind a dune, there is a bonfire. Build tension first, establish

expectations, then subvert these expectations slightly and immediately administer
relief. These are the emotional journeys players will not soon forget.

5 Ending
5.1 Conclusion
In closing, a new term has been forged: Environmental Foreshadowing. A versatile

tool, yet also a method of analysis on how to deliver and pace narratives that aim to
intensify player immersion while retaining player agency and fantasy and at the
same time supplying the strongest emotional payoff possible. From the inner

workings of many classic literary techniques to environmental storytelling and their
unique game design challenges. This thesis work was only one part of my overall

Bachelor work. What follows will be a highly immersive Half-Life: Alyx mod which
tries to incorporate all aspects of Environmental Foreshadowing in its world design

and narrative to achieve high levels of immersion. It aims to surprise the player and

implement meaningful liminal spaces, subtly hand over between themes, plant

narrative payoffs, prove the effectiveness of the design term, and that constructing
exciting story worlds can be simplified and streamlined with the right focus.

5 Ending
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